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NEW QUESTION: 1
Ein Scrum-Team soll am Ende jedes Sprints potenziell
schnippbare Software bereitstellen. WÃ¤hrend des letzten
Sprints lieferte das Team kein potenziell versandfÃ¤higes
Inkrement.
Die richtige Frage lautet: "Was kÃ¶nnen wir tun, um
sicherzustellen, dass wir im nÃ¤chsten Sprint besser
abschneiden?" Wer ist dafÃ¼r verantwortlich, dass diese Frage
gestellt wird?
A. Das Entwicklungsteam
B. Der Scrum Master
C. Der Projektmanager
D. Der Product Owner
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the maximum number of transactions stored by
Transaction Trace Warehouse (TTW)?
A. Infinite, but dependent on disk size
B. Infinite
C. Previous weeks' worth
D. 1 billion
E. Last years' worth
F. Last 3 years' worth
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A development organization uses a PaaS service from a public
cloud to develop and test an application. Once sending and
verification are complete, the development team discovers that
the cloud services uses proprietary software in the PaaS
clustering mailing and deployment of the application within
their production data center imposition without significant
application records.
What this type of lock-in called?
A. Cloud lock-in
B. Vendor lock-in
C. Technology lock-in
D. Geographical lock-in
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A distribution center uses Dynamics 365 Supply Chain
Management.
When product returns are received at the distribution center,
they are inspected, and a replacement is sent to the customer.
Customer service processes both the return receipts and
replacement orders to speed up the process.
The system must be able to prevent a single user from
completing an entire return process.
You need to recommend a solution.
What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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